
Massively parallel Landscape 
Evolution Modelling 

Landscape Evolution Modelling 
Modelling how landscapes evolve over millennia. 
For each iteration (normally a year): 

More Complex… 
Sinks and Plateaus make it more difficult to perform 
flow routing. Both are regions where all cells have 
the same height. Need to compute how water can 
leave a plateau or sink. 

 
 
Routing from a plateau: Find the closest cell with 
lower height. Parallel breadth first search. 
Routing from sink: Flood each sink until it becomes 
a plateau then use plateau routing. Can be complex 
as sinks can interact with each other. Sink 
identification using pointer jumping. 
 
Boundary plateaus/sinks problem… 
A problem arises when a plateau or sink crosses over 
the boundary between two neighbouring nodes. The 
entire plateau or sink has to added to the halo, and 
exchanged with the  neighbouring node. 
 
 
 

Figure2.2: The figure illustrates the water accumulat ion modelling. The amount of

water accumulates on a cell is the sum of water of all adjacent cells which

have assigned a direct ion towards it . Hence comput ing water accumu-

lat ion on one cell is only ready to be performed when the water accu-

mulat ion of all of its flowing in neighbours have been computed. Image

courtesy: Gregory E. Tucker and Gregory R. Hancock, 2009.

2.4 Bot t lenecks and t he Pot ent ial of Paral lel Solut ions

The t ime complexity of the flow direct ion computat ion on non-flat cells is O(n),

wheren is thetotal number of cells in theDEM, sincethealgorithm performsbounded

operat ions on each cell. The run t ime efficiency of the algorithm for water accumu-

lat ion however depends on the longest drainage path in the DEM. Although the

modelling is sufficient ly efficient on a small scale DEM, however, it faces a severe

computat ional challenge when processing massive size grids. The resolut ion of a

DEM has to be high enough to achieve sufficient accuracy, which makes the size of

the grid to grow substant ially to represent a fairly large terrain. Also, geologists ex-

pect computers to perform a large number of iterat ions of water flow direct ions and

accumulat ions computat ion to model the change of the landscape over a very long

period. Due to these facts, the spat ial and temporal scalability of landscape evolut ion

modelling depends on the computat ional power of hardware. Unfortunately, as the

free lunch of Moore’s law isover, it will beunwise to expect thehardwareperformance

improvement will sat isfy the computat ional demand in the near future.

Computer scient ists have made a couple of at tempts to overcome this computa-

t ional bot t leneck. TerraFlow has implemented the algorithms with significant I/ O

opt imisat ions for massive size DEMs. [1] However, it st ill consumes minutes for

million size DEM on a computer with 500MHz processor and 1GB memory. Since

comput ing water flow direct ion on each grid is a total independent process, and water

flow accumulat ions on one drainage path does not depend on others, these computa-

t ions are possible to be performed in parallel. Chase Wallis team has implemented
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How much material will be removed? 
How much material will be deposited? 

Current sequential version is 
much slower than this: 
 
For a 51 x 100 grid this takes 
72 hours 
(optimized to 2.5 hours) 
 
We want to do  
              > 11000 x 11000 

Each step is ‘fairly’ fast… 
But we want to do lots of them 
800K to 1M years 
If we could do 1 iteration in 
30 seconds this would take 
~ 277 – 347 days 
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What we want to do 
….  ~135M cells, 10m resolution, 1 million years 

(Maddy et al, in prep) 
Fully Parallelised based 

??? 

What we could do 
from 5.1k cells, 100m resolution 

(Wainwright, 2006) … 
CPU-based model 

800, 000 years , annual time-step 
72 hrs (2006) 
2.5 hrs (2011) 

What I did - Parallel Flow Routing 
The direction water will flow out of each cell is based 
on the steepest decent to the surrounding cells. 
Each cell can be have this calculated independently, 
given the heights of the surrounding cells are 
known. 
 
 
 
 
The landscape can be divided into smaller sections 
and these sections can be allocated to separate 
nodes on a network. Each can compute the flow 
direction of all cells independently with the 
exception of the cells around the boundary of the 
smaller section. 
 
 
 
 
 
This boundary data, known as a ‘halo’ can be 
exchanged between nodes through the use of MPI 
(Message Passing Interface). 
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How will the problem be solved? 
MPI (Message Passing interface) allows a complex 
computation problem to be divided across x nodes 
on a network, potentially increasing the performance 
by a factor of x. 
 
 

MPI Solution to boundary Plateaus/Sinks 
Each node must, for each boundary with a neighbour: 
locate all the plateaus/sinks on the boundary, 
calculate the size of each plateau/sink and exchange 
this data with the neighbour.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Each neighbour can then independently calculate the 
flow direction for all of its cells. 
 

Where we are 
~46M cells, 10m resolution, 

1million years, annual time-step 
(McGough et al 2012, submitted) 
Partial GPGPU based ~200 days 
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Multiple Flow 
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Sink Plateau 

Conclusion 
This research has proven that MPI can be applied to 
Landscape Evolution Modelling.  
However, further study will be required to determine 
whether or not the overhead of passing messages 
outweighs the benefits of dividing computation 
between nodes.  
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However, not all 
problems can be 
completely 
parallelised, so 
messages have to be 
passed between 
nodes. 


